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On the Analysis of Peak-to-Average Ratio
(PAR) for IS95 and CDMA2000 Systems

Vincent K. N. Lau

Abstract—Peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of a signal is an im-
portant parameter to a linear amplifier because it determines
the backoff factor needed to be applied to the amplifier in
order to avoid clipping and hence spectral regrowth. In this
paper, we analyzed the PAR of the downlink direct code-division
multiple-access (DS-CDMA) signal for the IS-95 (2G) and the
CDMA2000 (3G) systems. Both the single-carrier (SC) and the
multi-carrier (MC) situations are considered. For MC systems, an
analytical model is developed to describe the PAR distribution.
Closed-form expressions are obtained. Results are compared
with simulations, and a nearly exact match is found. This is very
useful since simulations for PAR distribution are very costly.
Finally, PAR control by synthesis methodsare proposed, and their
effectiveness are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N direct code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) sys-
tems, the peak-to average-ratio (PAR) of the aggregate

signal for multiple users is usually quite high (above 10 dB).
This puts a stringent requirement on the power amplifier and
reduces the efficiency in the sense that a higher input backoff
factor is needed before the peaks in the signal experience
significance distortion1 due to power amplifier nonlinearity.
In other words, a more expensive power amplifier is required
to cater for the large peaks signal. Moreover, the forward link
capacity and coverage of a cellular network is constrained by
the available transmitted power at the base station. Hence, the
PAR factor of single-carrier DS-CDMA signal is a very impor-
tant parameter to the system designers and manufacturers. In
the third generation wideband CDMA systems (CDMA2000),
multi-carrier CDMA is used as an option for the forward link.
Therefore, it is also important to study the PAR performance
for multi-carrier DS-CDMA. These are addressed in this paper.

PAR analysis for optic-frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) has appeared in [1]–[6]. However, the PAR behavior
of DS-CDMA is quite different from that of OFDM.2 [7]
investigated the PAR analysis of single carrier DS-CDMA
signals by simulation based on IS95 specification. In this paper,
we contribute in the following ways.
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1Distortion in peaks will cause undesirable spectral regrowth in the adjacent
bands.

2For example, each carrier is modulated by a binary bit in OFDM, whereas
each carrier in a multi-carrier CDMA system is modulated by a random process
of essentially continuous values.

• Define and relate the PAR behavior to ergodicity of the
random process. This enables us to formulate an analytical
model for the PAR of multi-carrier signals.

• Analyze the PAR for both single-carrier (SC) and multi-
carrier (MC) CDMA signals. In particular, we studied the
impact of correlation of data traffic and pilot tones on
the PAR of multi-carrier CDMA. We also explain the ob-
served phenomena (on field test) where the PAR of CDMA
signals is increased when several carriers are combined to-
gether.

• Compare and explain the PAR performance between IS95
and CDMA2000 signals [8]. In particular, we explain the
observed phenomena where the PAR of single-carrier
CDMA2000 signals is always lower than the PAR of
single-carrier IS95 signals.

• Present a novel analytical model for the PAR analysis of
multi-carrier CDMA signals. This is very useful to avoid
costly simulation and to help us to gain insights and per-
form optimization of the PAR.

• Present a novel algorithm for the optimal selection of
walsh codes to minimize the PAR of single carrier CDMA
signals which is applicable to both IS95 and CDMA2000
systems.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the
general background and definition of PAR. In Section III, we
study the PAR dependency on walsh code selections for single-
carrier IS95 and CDMA2000 systems. In Section IV, we study
the multi-carrier situation. Analytical expressions to model the
histogram or the probability density function (pdf) of the en-
velope distribution are found and compared with simulation re-
sults. Finally, solutions to reduce PAR for CDMA downlink sig-
nals are discussed in Section V. We conclude with a brief sum-
mary of results in Section VI.

II. GENERAL PAR DEFINITION

We shall first define the peak. Intuitively, a peak of a signal
is given by the maximum of its envelope, . How-

ever, for a continuous random process, could reach
infinity provided that the observation interval is long enough.
Even for random process with discrete values where
is bounded, it may occur at very low probability which is not
very useful in practice [9]. Therefore, a more useful definition
of peak is in probability terms given by:

Definition 1: A signal is said to have a peak at at
cut-off probability if

(1)
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Fig. 1. Distortions of pdf due to different degree ofI=Q imbalance

Therefore, the PAR of a random process could be com-
pletely specified by its histogram. The PAR definition in (1)
refers to the pdf (or histogram) generated from its time samples.3

For an ergodic random process, its pdf in time domain and en-
semble domain are identical. Otherwise, the histogram (or pdf)
in time domain and ensemble domain are in general different
and we always refer to the time domain pdf. If an operation is
performed on , the PAR of the output will be changed iff
its pdf is also changed by the operation. The following gives
examples of how the output PAR could be affected by some op-
erations.

Example 1: Let and be two uncorrelated, sta-
tionary Gaussian processes, then will have the
same peak-to-average ratio because is still a sta-
tionary Gaussian process and the distribution (across the time
domain) is unchanged (Gaussian). Therefore, we have a con-
stant PAR ratio.

Example 2: Let and be two uncorrelated, sta-
tionary Gaussian processes (unit variance, zero mean). Consider
the general BP Gaussian process:

(2)

Unless , the random process is not stationary and,
hence, is not ergodic. If we collect samples over an observa-
tion time, we could produce a histogram of . Because
of the nonergodic nature of , the histogram (pdf across
the time domain) will be distorted from a Gaussian pdf, resulting

3CollectN samples ofx(t) and plot its histogram. pdf is resulted asN tends
to infinity.

in a different peak-to-average ratio (increased) compared with
a regular Gaussian distribution. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. In
another words, the PAR of is a function of , the
amount of imbalance.

III. PAR FOR SINGLE CARRIER

A. Walsh Code Dependency

Without loss of generality, consider a coded bit duration.
The complex envelope of a CDMA downlink signal could be
modeled by

(3)

where is the number of chips per , is defined as thedigital
transmission sequencegiven by

(4)

is the number of users, = traffic data bit for user-,
is the th chip of walsh code assigned to user-, and
are the pseudo-random short codes, andis the transmission
pulse shape. Indexis used to indicate chip interval and index

is used to indicate theth user.
depends only on the choice of walsh codes and the applied

data bits . Due to the band-limited nature of the channel,
the pulse width of will generally span over several chip
intervals, causing inter-chip interference at instants other than
the ideal sampling times. Because of the inter-chip interference,
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and the fact that different users share the same PN sequence, a
certain combination of walsh codes and data bits could result in
a particulardigital transmission sequence, , that has a higher
peak compared with the others. Let us illustrate the above idea
with the following cases using the transmit pulse as specified in
IS95.

Consider two different walsh code sets given by

• Walsh code set 1 = ,
.

• Walsh code set 2 = ,
.

The overall digital transmission sequences and are
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively.

Because of the consecutive peaks at and , the
transmit pulse, , would overlap and add constructively with
each other, resulting in a high peak for walsh set 1 as shown in
Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, the previousbad combinationof
consecutive peaks are broken in the walsh set 2 and the resulting
peak of the transmitted signal is smaller as shown in Fig. 3(b).
This explains the reason for the walsh code dependency of PAR.

B. Comparison Between IS95 and CDMA2000 Systems

Consider a 3G-1X system,4 the complex envelope of the
CDMA2000 forward link signal could be modeled as:

(5)

where and are given by

(6)

3G1X system uses QPSK modulation with complex
spreading.5 QPSK is used to increase the modulation
throughput while complex spreading is used to maintain–
signal balance. It is shown by simulation that CDMA2000
system has a lower PAR value compared with IS95 system at
any fixed walsh code selection (see Fig. 8 in Section V). It
would be shown in the following that the PAR reduction is due
to QPSK and complex spreading used in CDMA2000 system.

1) PAR Reduction Due to QPSK:For a IS95 system down-
link signal, BPSK is employed and theand signals are given
by

(7)

Since and are independent pseudo-random binary
sequences , they just toggle the sign of the peaks.
Peak position is totally determined by thedigital transmission

43G 1X system refers to cdma2000 with 1.25 MHz bandwidth.
5Real spreadingrefers to spreading theI-data signal withPN and the

Q-data signal withPN . This is used in the IS95 system.Complex spreading
refers to spreading the complex data(I + jQ) with a complex spreading
sequence(PN + jPN ). This is employed in CDMA2000 design.

sequence. Hence, for a particular set of data bits that
causes (and hence the-signal) topeakat chip position ,
the -signal, being affected by the same, is very likely to
be large in magnitude at the same chip position. In another
words, the and signals are highly correlated in magnitude.
This could be illustrated by the– plot of the IS95 CDMA
complex envelope in Fig. 4.

To isolate the effect of QPSK, we consider applying QPSK
alone with real spreading. When QPSK is applied, theand

signals are essentially the same as (5) except the signature
is different for and branches. is determined by

the data bits while is determined by the data bits
. Because and are independent, a peak for

the -signal at chip- [caused by ] is independent of a peak
for the -signal which is caused by . In another words, the
magnitude of and signals become uncorrelated when QPSK
is applied. This could be illustrated by the spherical shape of the
– cloud in Fig. 4.
The overall peak of the complex envelop is given by

. A large peak will occur only when both the
and signals are large in magnitude. For the IS95 system,

suppose the signalpeakswith a certain probability (say ).
Since and signals are heavily correlated, a largeoverall
peakwill occur at a probability of about . When QPSK is
applied, and signals are uncorrelated and the probability
the same peak to occur becomes approximately which
is highly unlikely. Therefore, only some low density green
spots are observed near the peaks of the IS95 system in Fig. 4.

2) PAR Reduction Due to Complex Spreading:When QPSK
with complex spreading is applied, theand signals are given
by

(8)

In general, the gains applied to the-channel data and the
-channel data are different. The-signal power and the
-signal power are given by

(9)

and

(10)

where is the expectation operator. Since and
are uncorrelated pseudo-random sequences, the third terms in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. An illustration of a good and a bad walsh code combination.

and are zero. Hence, and one important ben-
efit of complex spreading is to remove the– unbalance that
would otherwise occur. As explained in Section II,– imbal-
ance is undesirable because it could raise PAR due to the loss of
ergodicity.

IV. PAR FOR MULTI-CARRIER

As mentioned in Section II, the necessary and sufficient con-
dition for a change in PAR is the change ordistortion of the
histogram (or pdf) of a signal. In this section, we propose a
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Transmitted baseband signal of a good and a bad walsh code combination.

mathematical model so as to describe the PAR change by an-
alytical formulae. To do that, several assumptions are made to
simplify the analysis and the results are compared with simu-

lations. The resulting expression could help us to gain insight
into the problem and avoid costly simulations. We shall firstly
introduce the following theorem.
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Fig. 4a. Complex plot ofI–Q signals for BPSK-real spread (IS95) [red], QPSK-real spread [green], and QPSK-complex spread (CDMA2000) [pink]. Signals
are normalized to have the same rms power.

Fig. 4b. Complex plot ofI–Q signals for BPSK-real spread (IS95) [red], QPSK-real spread [green], and QPSK-complex spread (CDMA2000) [pink]. Signals
are normalized to have the same rms power.
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Theorem 1: Let be a set of
complex low-pass random processes andbe the carriers
combined complex signal given by

(11)

where and are the th combining frequency and phase.
Let be the sampling frequency such that

(12)

where and are relatively prime and
. If is ergodic for all

, then the histogram or pdf derived from the time samples
of is given by

(13)

where is the pdf (in ensemble sense) of
with , is the Diarc delta function
and is the amplitude level of the complex envelop of the signal

.
Proof: Suppose we collect samples from . To de-

rive the histogram for these samples, we divide the sam-
ples into subsets, each having samples in such a way that
subset- consists of sampled at

. Note that, within the subset, the sam-
ples are given by

(14)

Observe that all the complex sinusoid are independent of
and they are just scaling factors. Hence, all samples within the
subset corresponds to a complex ergodic random process. This
means that the pdf or histogram of the samples in subset-alone
is identical to the pdf in ensemble sense. Let the individual pdf
(in ensemble sense) of subsetbe or just . The
pdf is given by

(15)

A. Application to CDMA2000 Systems

As described above, is the complex baseband signal
of the DS-CDMA signal for carrier. Because all CDMA car-
riers share the same common pilot and different carriers use the
same and , there would be correlations between base-
band signals and . In general, since the pilot com-
ponent isdeterministic, it could be taken out and could
be expressed as the sum of a deterministic component and a
zero-mean random process

(16)

where and are the transmitted digital gain
and the [ ] data bits for carrier- user- respectively.
Because of QPSK, and are uncorrelated. To include
the effect of the correlation between traffic data bits of different
carriers, we assume and are equally
correlated [as shown in (17)]. At large , the random com-
ponent, , could be approximated by a zero-mean complex
stationary Gaussian process. To simplify the expression,
we assume that all carriers are equally loaded and, hence,

. Therefore, we have

(17)

Consider taking time samples from and subdivide
the samples into subsets with defined in Theorem 1. The
real part and the imaginary part of the signal samples in subset

are given by

(18)

(19)
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Within each subset-, the samples could be further sub-
divided into four smaller subsets of samples, each corre-
sponding to and

. Each of these smaller subset is labeled by .
For these samples in each of these subsets, their real and
imaginary parts, and could be modeled by 2 in-
dependent Gaussian processes with means, ,
given by the first summation terms of (18) and (19) and variance

given by

(20)

Note that, in the ideal case when traffic data bits are uncorrelated
between different carriers, .

The envelope is given by
which is the square root of the sum of the square of twoinde-
pendentbut nonzero mean Gaussian variables. Hence, the pdf
of the envelope is Rician distributed and is given by

(21)

where is given by and is given
by (20). From Theorem 1, the overall pdf (or histogram) of the
envelope derived from the samples of is given by

(22)

To derive the peak envelope according to the probabilistic
definition in (1), we consider

(23)

where is the Marcum’s function given by

(24)

Note that, since is a low-pass random process, the com-
bined signal power is given by

(25)

Therefore, the PAR of the multicarrier signal is given by

PAR dB (26)

To verify the closeness of the analytical results, we con-
sidered combining three6 DS-CDMA baseband signals, each
modulated by , respectively. The histograms ob-
tained from simulations and (26) are compared as shown in
Fig. 5. It is shown that the calculated pdf matches that obtained
from simulations closely for different combining phases except
at very low probability where the number of samples in the
simulation is not sufficient to accurately estimate the pdf
at these probability values ( ). In Fig. 6, the simulated
and calculated PAR’s of CDMA2000 3-carriers signal varied
with respect to the combining phases and traffic data
correlation, , is plotted with different values of pilot transmit
gain. A large pilot transmit gain is used to exaggerate the
variations in the PARs and to test the analytical results under
extreme conditions. As shown in the Fig. 7, individual carriers
are essentially uncorrelated at small pilot power where the
combined signal, , becomes stationary and the envelope-pdf
becomes Rayleigh distributed and hence independent of the
combining phases. It can be seen that the simulated PARs fall
within 0.05 dB of the calculated PARs for most of pilot transmit
gain and . Furthermore, the difference in PARs between
using the best walsh codes and the worst walsh codes vanished
in the multi-carrier situation. This could be explained by the
fact that without loss of generality, the combined 3-carriers
baseband signal, , is given by (27) when the middle carrier
frequency is factorized out.

(27)

Since is the carrier spacing which is approximately equal
to the chip frequency, any peak variations due to the effect of
walsh code combinations (as described in Section III) would
be smoothed out by the term . A peak will show
up only when the sub-chip interval (corresponding to the peak)
aligns with the time when which is quite
unlikely in probability. Therefore, the walsh code dependency
of PAR vanished in multicarrier systems.

Moreover, it is important to distinguish the effect of sharing a
common pilot between different carriers and the effect oftraffic
datacorrelations on the PAR. For the case without traffic data
correlations between different carriers ( ), we observe from
Fig. 6 that the multi-carrier combined PAR is actually lower
than the PAR before combining. This could be explained by
the last paragraph that the sinusoidal term actually smooth out
the peaks of the baseband signals and . In the ex-
treme case, when we have a very high power pilot, the combined
signal is very close to a sinusoid and the PAR for a sinusoid is
well known to be much lower than the PAR of a Gaussian-like
process [10], [11]. This explains the lower PAR after multi-car-
rier combining. On the other hand, when there is traffic data
correlations ( ), the combined PAR is higher than the PAR

6To better illustrate the results, 3-carrier is chosen. This is because 3-carrier
is a common setting in CDMA2000 with 5-MHz bandwidth.
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Fig. 5. Histograms of CDMA2000 three-carriers DS-CDMA signal envelope simulations and analytical results in log-scale. “x” denotes simulation results while
the line represents analytical results.

Fig. 6. Comparison of calculated PAR’s and simulated PAR’s for a CDMA2000 3-carriers DS-CDMA signal using pilot dgu = [108, 300, 500], paging dgu = 64,
sync dgu = 34, nominal dgu = 73.4 and rho = [0, 0.6] with 17 users. “+” and “x” corresponds to the simulated PARs forW andW walsh sets respectively.
“dgu” is the unit corresponding to the amplifier gain applied.P = 0:99.

before multicarrier combining. This is because the total signal
power, , is unchanged from (24) but there exist some

which causes a rise in the tail part of the combined Rician dis-
tribution, creating a higher PAR. For example, at , the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of calculated PARs and simulated PARs for a IS95 3-carriers DS-CDMA signal using pilot dgu = [108, 300, 500], paging dgu = 64, sync dgu
= 34, nom dgu = 73.4, rho = [0, 0.6] with 17 users. “+” and “x” correspond to simulated PARs usingW andW respectively. “dgu” refers to the transmitter
gain applied to the channels.P = 0:99.

rise in PAR after multicarrier combining reaches 1 dB. This
suggested the reasons why an increase in PAR of multicarrier
CDMA systems has been reported in field test. In [7], it was
found out that the traffic data bits used to measure the PAR is ac-
tually highly correlated and the long code mask for each traffic
channel is turned off, causing a high traffic data correlations be-
tween carriers.

Finally, because of the close match between the analytical and
the simulation results, (26) could be used to optimize the PAR
without doing costly simulations. This is elaborated more on
Section V.

B. Application to IS95 DS-CDMA

Following similar technique as in Section IV-A, the common
pilot signal is taken out of each baseband signal. The real and
imaginary parts of the samples in subset- are given by

(28)

(29)

Because of BPSK, the and channel shares the same data
bits for each carrier and hence and are heavily
correlated. Furthermore, to illustrate the effect of traffic channel
bits correlation on PAR, we assume and are cor-
related as well. Define and as

(30)

(31)
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The 2nd order statistics of are given by

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

and are modeled by zero-mean Gaussian
processes and their 2nd order statistics are given by

(36)

(37)

(38)

Since the envelope square is given by

and and are correlated, the pdf of is no
longer a chi square. It is shown that the pdf is given by [12]

(39)

where is the characteristic function of the pdf. From
Theorem 1 again, the peak-square envelope, at proba-
bility is given by the solution to

(40)
Similar to (25), the total signal power of is given by

(41)

A comparison of simulated and calculated PARs for IS95 3-car-
riers system at variousand pilot transmit gain is shown in Fig.
7. Similar observations are found with respect to the behavior
of PAR.

C. Comparison Between IS95 and CDMA2000 Multicarrier
Systems

As a conclusion to this section, the change of PAR in multi-
carrier systems is due to the loss of ergodicity in the combined
signal. For a CDMA2000 multicarrier system, the loss of ergod-
icity is due to the common pilot and traffic data correlation in
each carrier. For a IS95 multicarrier system, the loss of ergod-
icity is due to the common pilot, traffic data correlation and the
high correlation (in magnitude) between theand compo-
nents.7 For this reason, PAR of IS95 systems is higher than the
CDMA2000 systems at the same condition in multicarrier envi-
ronment.

Another important observation is that multicarrier PAR does
not depend on walsh code combinations of individual carrier
anymore in both the IS95 and CDMA2000 systems (compared
to the single carrier situation in Section III). When traffic data
symbols are uncorrelated, the combined PAR is actually lower
than the PAR of the baseband signal.

V. PAR CONTROL METHODS

As mentioned in Section I, a large backoff factor is needed
to accommodate the forward link CDMA signal with a large
PAR. This effectively reduces the allowable average transmit

7The correlation betweenI andQ signal for a IS95 system is due to BPSK
modulation.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Static comparison of PAR for IS95 and CDMA2000 systems withW ,W andN as variables. 2G represents the IS95 2nd generation systems and
3G represents the CDMA2000 3rd generation systems.

power for a given linear power amplifier. Therefore, it would be
desirable to reduce the PAR of the CDMA forward link signal.

In general, PAR control schemes could be classified as

1) synthesis technique;

2) predistortion technique.

The synthesis techniqueswill be described in details in this
section. Thepredistortion techniqueis currently under investi-
gation.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. PAR gain for CDMA2000 and IS95 3-carriers systems with respect to pilot dgu ( ) and traffic channel correlation (�). DGU represents the transmit
gains applied to the channels at the base-station.

A. Synthesis PAR Reduction Technique for Single Carrier

As its name implies, the synthesis PAR reduction schemes
try to manipulate on thesource dataor parameters in the
synthesis of the transmit signal so as to reduce the inherit PAR.

Several schemes have been proposed in [13], [3], and [14]
to deal with the PAR of OFDM signal by selective mapping
or redundancy coding. For single carrier DS-CDMA signal,
the PAR is determined by thetransmit digital sequence,
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and . From (3)

(42)

As shown in (42), we could either manipulate the data bits
or the walsh codes to control and

. The simplest way is to selectively assign walsh codes to
each user so as to minimize the PAR because it does not require
changes in the mobile station (MS) receiver. This is band limited
in the next subsection.

1) Selective Walsh Code Assignment:Due to the limited
transmitted bandwidth, there will beinter-chip interference
due to the transmit pulse width spanning more than one chip
interval. Assume that the transmit pulse, , spans
chip-intervals. On each chip-interval, we over-sample the
pulse by times. (i.e., there are samples (subchips) of
transmit pulse, , on each chip). Without loss of generality,
we consider the peak of either the-signal or the -signal.
Let be the magnitude of the envelope of theor
signal at the th subchipbetween and .
It is given by

(43)

For any given set of walsh codes,
, there exist a

unique set of data bits such that
. Since , the worst-case peakof the

envelope (43) between and is given by

(44)

The problem is formulated as follows.
To minimize the worst case peak

over the set of
walsh codes, , for users with the constraint

(45)

where is the number of chips per coded bit (i.e.,
). The constraint is needed because we want to keep the

peak to be minimal for all as new users are added into the
system.

This optimization problem is solved sequentially and the fol-
lowing is the result of computer search.

The set of walsh codes that gives a minimal worse
case peak, , for is sorted as

.
For the sake of comparison, the set of walsh codes that

gives a maximal worst-case peak is given by
. Fig.

8 shows the difference in PAR(dB) of the IS95 and CDMA2000
signals resulting from and respectively.

As shown in the Fig. 8(a), there is 1.5–2 dB PAR difference
between the system using and walsh code for
the IS95 and CDMA2000 systems. Furthermore, given the
same walsh code, there is a 1.5–2.5 dB reduction of PAR for
CDMA2000 system when is around 16. As the number of
users per sector increases, the difference between the PARs of
the and decreased. This is because the transmit
signal approaches a Gaussian distribution as increases.
Since the pdf (histogram) of a Gaussian signal is fixed, the PAR
difference tends to vanish.

When an MS is in soft handoff, the transmit power of the
forward-link power control bits is increased by a certain factor
(SHO factor) to compensate for the drop in transmit power of
the traffic channel.8 Fig. 8(b) shows the difference in PAR when
SHO factor is included. Similar PAR differences are ob-
served.

In current IS95 systems, the normal loading of a sector is
about 14 users.9 Therefore, the selective walsh code mapping
method could contribute to 1–2 dB reduction in PAR.

B. Synthesis PAR Reduction Technique for Multi-Carrier
System

As shown in Fig. 6, the PAR of 3-carrier system is not affected
by the selection of walsh codes. For example, at , the
PAR difference between the best walsh code and the worst walsh
codes (in single carrier sense) is less than 0.05 dB. As discussed
in Section IV, the control parameters for the PAR in multi-carrier
system are the combining phases, . In this section,
we study the effectiveness of reducing the PAR by adjusting the
combining phases.

For a CDMA2000 multi-carrier system, PAR is determined
(26). Therefore, the best case and the worst case combining
phases are found by optimizing (26) with respect to the com-
bining phases. Similarly optimization is performed on (40) for
IS95 systems.

Fig. 9 shows the PAR gain10 of IS95 and CDMA2000 3-car-
rier systems with respect to the pilot dgu,. As shown in Fig.
9, there is essentially little PAR gain at low . As shown in
Fig. 9, the PAR gains are negligible at low pilot transmit gain
and low traffic channel correlation ().

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed the PAR for the single carrier
and multi-carrier IS95 and CDMA2000 systems. Analytical ex-
pressions are formulated to approximate the histogram and PAR

8Power control bits are not combined between Soft handoff legs and hence
they need to be transmitted at a higher power to compensate for the reduction
in the forward link transmitted power due to power control.

9Although we have 64 walsh channels in the forward link, the maximum
number of supported users is much less than 64. This is because the number
of users is constrained by the reverse link capacity as well as the base station
transmit power.

10PAR gain refers to the difference between the best phases and the worst
phases.
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of the multi-carrier cases for both IS95 and CDMA2000 sys-
tems. Analytical results closely matched the simulation results.
In the process of deriving the expressions, a better insight on the
reasons of PAR variations could be obtained. Finally, an algo-
rithm to optimally select walsh codes (in PAR sense) have been
proposed and its impact on PAR is discussed. The following are
the main conclusions found.

1) PARs of CDMA2000 system are smaller than IS95
system both in the single carrier and multi-carrier situa-
tions due to QPSK modulation and complex spreading.

2) PAR dependency of walsh code for single carrier systems
is due to the fact that transmit pulse spans over more than
one chip interval.

3) PAR reduction between the best and the worst walsh code
sets reaches 1.5–2 dB at 14 users instaticanalysis. PAR
variations with respect to walsh code sets vanished in
multi-carrier systems both for IS95 and CDMA2000 sys-
tems.

4) At low pilot transmit gain and traffic channel correlation,
the PAR gain of combining phases adjustment is less than
0.3 dB for IS95 and CDMA2000 multi-carrier systems.

5) When traffic data bits (or assigned walsh codes) are un-
correlated between different carriers, the PAR of the mul-
ticarrier combined signal is lowered than the baseband
PAR. On the other hand, when data bits are correlated,
combined PAR raised.

In fact, a potential problem for the third generation systems
is the problems of PAR when very high data rates with a
small number of users, low processing gain, low statistical
multiplexing and short spreading codes are employed. The
analytical model in this paper could be applied to analyze such
scenario. However, the challenge lies in finding an analytical
model for the pdf of SC CDMA2000 signals when the number
of users is small, and this is under further investigation.
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